Add Safety and Security to your Hospital/Healthcare Facility

Real-time Patient Movement Tracked Using HL7

HL-7 (Health Level 7) is a healthcare standard for patient information in a hospital. This system is referred to as an ADT (Admission/ Discharge/ Transfer) system. All patient information is kept in this database.

This HL7 functionality allows PassagePoint to use the patient’s current location (Building, Floor, Room # and Bed#) in the hospital to identify patient tracking for hospital visitors.

Features & Benefits

- Extracts patient information and its status in real-time using ADT (Admit/Discharge/Transfer) to direct visitors to the proper location during the check-in process.

- Intellihint feature enables accurate patient selection that ties to HL7 patient location data.

- Ability to add specific instructions re: banned visitors for patient security.

- Automatically tracks max number of visitors allowed and real-time status of number of visitors on premises.

- Automatically associates patient to specific location – Building, Floor, Room and Bed.

---

PassagePoint Features for Hospitals

- Ability to give visitor extended authorization to visit over a period of time for long-term patient care.

- Run real-time searches against both external watch lists (sex offender registry, federal, state & local criminal records) and internal watch lists.

- Integration with hospital’s existing physical access control system.

- Manage not only visitors but, vendors and contractors, too.

- Custom badge designer allows for fully-branded design and different designs by visitor type.

- Convenient self-serve kiosks available to streamline the visitor registration process.

---
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